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Abstract

DISTANCE MOVING THROUGH ME: WORKING IN EXILE
By Anne Beth Albagli, MFA
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Fine Arts at Virginia Commonwealth University.
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2015.
Thesis Advisor: Holly Morrison, Associate Professor, Painting and Printmaking
Department

This thesis and accompanying exhibit, Untitled [Distance Moving Through Me:
Giselle and Marco] explores contemporary issues of displacement and our relationship
to the site of home. Through the trope of a pilgrimage in the desert, both virtual and in
person, inspired by the eviction and imprisonment of my paternal family from Egypt in
1956, Distance Moving Through Me: Working in Exile asks how we can use our virtual
experience and changing perspectives of the landscape to our advantage for a more
empathic world.

Introduction
Taking a small elevator up to the 5th floor, there’s barely enough room in this
small compartment for two people. When you exit, walk down the tiled white and blue
hallways, and knock on the first door to your left. The breath you take before pushing
the bell draws in the smell of stale books and warm food on the stove. The white
painted steel door opens to mountains of paper, some chairs, and tables. Enter, turn to
the right, you’ll see the large oval dining room table. It’s covered with bowls of stale
bread sticks and what used to be a white lace tablecloth. The right wall along the table
is filled with family photos of weddings, women dressed in silks, and men wearing
tuxedos and gloves - flowers envelop the staged photo sets. In other photos old men
wear fezzes or all of the great-aunts squeeze together. These women, obsessed with
men and glamour, lounged by the river, laughing, enjoying their days even during a time
of quiet discomfort. These aunts were always compared to the Gábor sisters and you
can see it in each picture: the allure, the beauty, the adventure emanating from each
smile.
Opposite the dining room table you can nestle into the bright floral patterned
couch. It is rich in pinks, purples, greens, and always covered in a thick clear plastic.
The plastic sticks to the back of your legs when you try to stand up, holding you
momentarily, asking you to stay a minute longer. Beside the sofa are photos from
another generation: a niece who used to dance, her potential suitors, cousins and their
families posing while on vacation. While the two different generations would stare back
at one another across the room, frozen in different decades and countries, the families
in these photos still shared the typical trials and tribulations of growing up.
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Plants hung everywhere and grape vines - used to make stuffed grape leaves crawled over the balcony from the downstairs neighbor. Candles would be set up with
oil burning wicks in the window of this small apartment. Curtains billowing all around
them, and stacks of paper piled high throughout the apartment. It was a miracle the
apartment did not burn down.
Giselle and Marco had a unique household. Families and friends were always
coming through. Strangers would stay for Friday night dinners, help Giselle with chores,
and come to Marco for advice. They had no children, a sore point, but the community
compensated and the house was always filled with friends and families to feed.
Decades earlier, in 1956 the political climate reached a tipping point. The French
and British were attacked at a trading post. If the government knew your political or
religious leanings ran contrary to theirs, they were likely to knock on your door. It did not
matter how many people you knew personally. Even Marco, with all of his connections,
couldn’t be saved. On August 14th at 4:07 a.m. Giselle and Marco were awakened to a
pounding on the door. Marco, barely awake, cautiously opened the door. Seven soldiers
encircled the entrance to their home. Without time for questions, they pinned Marco
down, handcuffed him, and threw him in the back of the truck. By the time he arrived at
the prison, he had a broken nose, and a concussion. Barely moving, they threw him into
an empty cell. Blood pouring out of his nose, he fell asleep on a damp sandy floor.
-Weeks passed, Giselle had no idea where Marco had gone. She couldn’t sleep.
She stayed awake crying all night, calling every person she knew. As she watched each
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sister send their family out of the country, she knew her time at home was limited. She
just couldn’t leave until she knew where Marco was. Was he alive? Was he dead? Not a
word came from the prison, no rumors circulated, no hopeful whispers, only dead
unrelenting quiet.
After Marco was taken from the house, Giselle decided to stay with her sister,
Betty, and her husband, Isaac. A week earlier Isaac had heard their son’s friend was
hanged by a mob. He knew it was time to leave and began to put his and Betty’s papers
together. It was getting too dangerous for them to stay any longer, they had to leave or
they would be imprisoned, or worse, murdered. Betty was the last of Giselle’s sisters to
move out of the country. Each sister had made it out in hopes of eventually meeting in
the same country. Through some business connections, Isaac arranged for them to go
directly to France.
Early Tuesday morning, Giselle drove them to the dock. Betty got out and held
Giselle, they couldn’t bear to say goodbye. They were locked together. Betty was so
worried Giselle would never leave, especially if she continued waiting for Marco. She
held Giselle tightly, her tears seeping into her dress, mascara everywhere, running
down her cheeks, her neck. Isaac hated to leave, but it was their only chance and he
was worried they would miss the boat. Isaac kissed Giselle on the cheek and
whispered,
“May G-d be with you.”
Betty knew she needed to board the boat. She could not look back at Giselle for
fear that she might stay. She ran after Isaac with her bags, while Giselle stood there
mourning the loss of her family. Giselle had no idea if she would make it out alive or if
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the police would come after her. On Thursday, she packed her bags after having stayed
Betty’s, and returned to her apartment. The apartment was a disaster - rotting food,
clothes dumped everywhere, books torn and lying on the ground. Giselle had nothing
left to do but try to clean and attempt to get back to some semblance of a routine.
Maybe she would begin cooking for Friday night dinner. It was all she could do to take
her mind off of things. She called censored1 to help her clean around the house.
Censored arrived around 3pm, it was a sweet reunion. Giselle had missed seeing
her and was eager to know how her family was. How was everyone getting by after this
political coup? How was school? It was a relief, a nice distraction from all of the pain of
Betty’s leaving.
A few minutes after she arrived, a knock came from the door. Giselle knew it
couldn’t be her sisters or family. She didn’t trust the knock. Everyone had already left,
who could it be? She motioned to censored to open the door, Giselle put her finger to
her lips as though to convey she wasn’t there, and ran to the bedroom. Censored
opened the door, and sure enough it was censored from next door. She saw the police
from the window and told censored to hide Giselle. She said if the police knock on the
door, lie and say Giselle had left already. Censored ran to tell Giselle. Giselle weighed
her options, she decided to hide somewhere in the storage room and wait. Censored
rushed to move things around, but not in time.
There was a pounding on the door. Censored was sweaty and nervous, her hand
shaking, barely able to turn the door handle. It was a felony to lie to the police. She

1

Words and names are censored to protect identities of those mentioned who acted
against the law
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could be arrested. She paused for a second realizing how important this singular
moment was.
“Stay calm, relax, nothing is wrong, everything is fine. Breathe,” she thought.
She opened the door to find five police officers surrounding the entryway. The
one to her immediate left pushed the door open further and they advanced inside. The
police officers perused the house. Censored just stood there, calmly asking if she could
help with anything. The commander stopped looking around, and asked if she knew the
Zionists living here? Censored replied that she did not. They had moved out weeks ago
and she was sent to clean up and remove their belongings so a new tenant could rent
the apartment.
The officer stared at her skeptically. Was this young maid lying? Was she naive?
Was she secretly a Jew also? He stood over her, for an uncomfortably long time, his
face close to hers, examining her and the entryway in which they stood. He veered his
head around the room, the curtains were torn and falling in the salon, books were
hanging off of the shelves and strewn all over the floor, vases were knocked over, lying
broken on the ground. To the right the kitchen was in a similar state. All the cabinets
were opened, dishes strewn on the floors and counters; ants were crawling everywhere,
eating the rotting food off of the dinner plates and floor. The apartment was in a state of
absolute chaos. It was clear no one was living here anymore. He did one walk through
the entire apartment to keep censored on edge, to see if she would confess anything,
but he was getting tired of these raids and decided to tell his fellow officers to head back
to the station.
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The guards left, and censored was left shaking, with her head against the door.
She ran to Giselle and helped her out of the closet. They both knew it was the last time
they would see each other. Giselle could not continue living in fear and despair. She
decided she must save herself, and prayed Marco was still alive and would find his way
out if he was ever released from prison. Giselle went with censored to the embassy to
see if her emergency visa was approved. On the way they ran by the docks to see when
the next ship was leaving. She decided she would leave on the first boat out at 4:00
a.m.
They ran back to the apartment, packing everything they could manage in such a
short time. There were no suitcases left, just a few bags lying around the house. Giselle
packed a few basic things to help her make it through a few weeks in a new place.
When Betty was leaving, they closed the jewelry store and had a few precious metals
melted down into dentist tools. She gave a few to each sister so that they would have
something to trade for a bit of money. Packed with whatever her bags could hold,
Giselle left her apartment, but not before taking a quick pause to kiss the doorpost on
her way out. This apartment had been in their family for generations, who knows what it
would become now.
censored drove her to the docks, Giselle left her the car, what else could she do
with it? censored dropped her at the harbor. They hugged and kissed one another on
both cheeks, Giselle would remember her always. She had just a few moments to run to
the boat. It all happened so fast, suddenly she was headed for Italy, the only country
that would allow her entry.
_____
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Giselle:
I run with everything I can manage
I board the boat.
I make it just in time
I stand on the deck, out of breath from running.
I can’t hold back my tears, they stream down my face.
and I stand there while my bags fall to the floor.

I can barely breathe.

The salt in the sea air echoes the salt drying on my cheeks.
I feel like my body and the sea air are the same
My tears won’t stop falling, so I stare out at the horizon
to steady my breath,
to steady my heart,
to steady my knees,
to locate myself.

I managed to save some frivolous part of my life.

But where is Marco?

I have no idea.
Is he dead?

Is he alive?
7

Is he still in prison?

Did they shoot him?
A few weeks ago a 15-year-old boy, was hanged there.

I hadn’t heard from Marco in weeks
But I couldn’t call the police.

The calm sea mocks my racing heart.

The boat leaves the dock.
This is my last chance to stay.
To stay in a place that has pillaged my life.
I knew we would be leaving soon.
But I didn’t realize that Marco would be left as the sacrifice.

But______________ That sweet girl, I wonder if she’ll survive.

I couldn’t have left alive, if she hadn’t opened the door and lied to the police when they came to
the house.

I watch the dark clouds move in on the horizon.
Rain is coming.
Thank G-d. It’s been so hot here. We’ve been melting inside.
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Sand pours through the windows late at night, and the wind always takes up speed in the
summer.

The whole apartment,
everything
is entrenched in dust.

Standing here on the deck, it’s liberating to smell the sea.

Maybe the rain is a good sign.
A sign of a fertile future.

The clouds disintegrate into the sea,
joining heaven and earth

They’re doing exactly what I want to do, so badly
to disintegrate
into the air.
-Marco:
I saw this a hundred times, a thousand times, when I got here,
but I wasn’t able to stop it.
Now. Weeks later I find myself in this same position.

The sandy gravel punctures my flesh.
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His knees pushed into my ribs.
His weight, pummels me into the earth.
My head is held down.
I feel something dripping down my left cheek
Is it blood?
Is it tears?
Is it sweat?
I can taste it
It’s iron.
It’s blood.

My hands are tied behind my back; there is so much pressure on my chest

I can barely reach for my next breath.
the pain is so great, I might pass out.

I hear a voice screaming at the guard.
He comes running from across the yard
now standing by my side.
I hear muffled yelling
He towers over me and stands as a large haze through my right eye.

I can’t believe it!
For years, I taught this illiterate boy how to read and write.

Now, here he is, a man, a prison guard, screaming at this brute to let me go.
10

In no time I am pulled off the ground and declared a persona non grata
I am thrown out of the prison, and put on the first boat out.
I am leaving my home with one coat, one I.D., and my wedding band.

I am sick
standing on this unstable sea.
I put my head between my legs to steady myself

I can only ask:
“Where is Giselle?” I want to hold her hand in mine, I want to hear someone scream
“Marco, Marco MARCITO! MARCITO!”

--
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Every year on Passover, Jews tell the story of how G-d took them out of Egypt
“with an outstretched hand and a mighty arm”. At our Passover table, while this line was
recited as part of the reading from the Haggadah, the exile from Egypt was not so much
biblical as it was personal; it was my father’s story of leaving Egypt in 1956 because of
Gamal Abdel Nasser’s rise to power and his persecution of the Jews. As a child with
glaucoma my father was fortunate to receive sponsorship to leave Egypt in pursuit of
proper medical attention. The rest of my family had far more difficult experiences
leaving. For example, the story of my great-aunt Giselle and great-uncle Marco--who
was imprisoned for being a Rabbi. Other stories are told, like those of my other greataunts and uncles only able to leave with one bag to whichever country they were
allowed entry. My cousin Marco managed to fill an accordion with valuables, smuggle it
across the border, and distract the guard by playing the Egyptian national anthem as
the border guard stood at attention. These stories of uprooting one’s home, family,
businesses, livelihoods, in pursuit of a new home and country are in sharp contrast to
the stories told on my mother’s side, where almost everyone living in Czechoslovakia
died in the Holocaust. Even as letters were sent urging my cousins to come to America,
they were convinced that the war would end soon; they trusted their home, their
country, and their government. Only after it was too late did they try to solicit help. Most
of them were brought to the concentration camp, Theresienstadt. Currently, few or no
Jews live in these historic towns around Prague. Only monuments, memorials, and
cemeteries stand for the Jews that once thrived in these cities. In Egypt less than 100
Jews currently live in the entire country2.
2

M.R. “Egypt’s Jews A Dwindling Flock.” The Economist. April 17, 2013. Accessed May 1, 2015.
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These stories are repeated to ensure a generation, who did not face persecution
like the kind of my parents or grandparents, would never forget. These stories were told
as a reminder of how fortunate they are to have survived, and that this survival, in the
face of such horrific events, must be remembered so that it never reoccurs.
This is not just a Jewish experience, nor is it an experience of the past. These
histories represent a struggle with how to survive in the face of persecution, how to feel
grounded when one comes from generations of instability and displacement, and finally
to understand the significance or meaning of home in relation to the conflicts
surrounding its physical site. These are pressing matters that apply to countries deep in
civil war such as Syria and Ukraine, and to populations displaced due to war, genocide,
and or terrorism. Where does home lie when historically there has been one
displacement after the next?
--
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The Makhtesh, a Return
Hiking through the desert was an opportunity to feel light and sun penetrate my
body. With vast open space and nothing to impede my vision or hearing, it reminded me
of how silence sounds when it both whispers in your ear and echoes from far away. It is
an admonition to be aware of when the body loses control due to excessively
overbearing natural elements.
In December of 2014 I went on a four-day hike through the Makhtesh, a crater, in
the heart of the Negev, Israel’s desert. This geological and cultural site is of interest to
me for its varying landscape, multiple vantage points for witnessing the vast space, the
shape of the structure itself, as well as its diverse geological phenomena. While hiking
in the canyon I discovered how much reverberation occurs within the crater, an audible
sense of distance. A simple clap at its edge broadcasts a sound that returns to your ear
ten-fold.
Experiencing a desert is encountering a site without bounds. This specific
landscape, this desert, biblical in appearance and location, represents a site of
regeneration. In the Torah, the Israelites wandered the desert for forty years so that the
generation burdened by slavery in Egypt would give birth to children who, unlike their
enslaved parents, were not psychologically traumatized. I feel a kinship or paralleling
unity with the children born in the desert. Much like my own family and generation,
these children did not struggle the way their parents did to leave an oppressive country to find a home or a country that would allow them entry. It is a generation whose
parents sacrificed to see their children succeed without the experience of persecution.
-14

“Legend has it that [Turner] had himself tied to the mast of a ship crossing from
Dover to Calais, explicitly to watch the horizon change. In 1843 or 1844, he stuck his
head out of the window of a moving train for exactly nine minutes, the result of which
was a painting called Rain, Steam, and Speed—The Great Western Railway (1844).”3
Gericault “commissioned the surviving carpenter of the Medusa to build him a smallscale model of the raft, which he tested out in water to see how it floated and
maneuvered.”4 Artists have long relied on their physical engagement with the world to
help dictate how the work is made or re-presented. Drawing from my bodily
engagement with a specific landscape was the model for how I would use my trek in the
desert in creating my thesis installation, Untitled [Distance Moving Through Me: Giselle
and Marco].
Trekking through the Makhtesh, was a primal experience. Sensing elements that
could not be seen; heat penetrating my skin, the nausea of traveling for days in
blistering weather, the sound of silence traversing a vast distance, and a particular
geological embrace inherent in the formation of the site, a landmass creating a sense of
belonging-of love. The trope of a pilgrimage, or of what one discovers while on a
journey, was how I positioned myself when traveling in the Negev. I situated myself in a
similar mindset and landscape to that of the stories in the Torah that convey a journey
to freedom, to security, to a home for an uprooted and traumatized population.
3

Steyerl, Hito. "In Free Fall: A Thought Experiment on Vertical Perspective." E-flux
Journal, no. 24 (2011). Accessed January 23, 2015.
4

Crary, Jonathan. "Géricault, the Panorama, and Sites of Reality in the Early
Nineteenth Century." Grey Room 9 (Autumn 2002): 2-25.
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High in the Sky || A Virtual Landing ||
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For months I was scrolling through Google Earth, trying to lose myself in the
desert. I was lost in Richmond. I did not understand my relationship to the place I was
living. So I virtually, with the tip of my finger on a keyboard, swam out to sea. I swam for
miles in the green and brown choppy North Atlantic Ocean and finally arrived at the
lower tip of Portugal, swimming past Casablanca. I managed to squeeze between the
tight channel that runs through Morocco and Spain into the open arms of the enveloping
Mediterranean Sea, whose clear blue water washed over my screen. I bounced
between Tunisia and Italy, Libya and Greece. I scrolled through countries I would never
be allowed entry, to finally arrive on the shores of Haifa. Scrolling through the ocean
was dry; it lacked the danger and depth inherent to the reality of the open sea.
Everything on my screen appeared stagnant, all of the waves frozen in time and
position, as though Google had pulled a stiff blanket over the sea. The hum of
computers and the heat of the digital lab were not the physical sensations tied to these
sites or the air I wanted to breathe.
I hovered over Haifa and scrolled down to the shores of Tel Aviv, trying to find my
way to the desert. I wanted to feel that dry heat infiltrate my pores. A heat that feels like
summer air trapped inside a parked car for hours in the sun. I looked down over the
coast and began my trek into the Negev. I would often go south to Arad or north to
Mattat in order to escape the chaos embedded in Jerusalem. Maybe this was an old
habit I was resurrecting? Since relocating to the Mid-Atlantic, I had already called my
cousin to take live videos of his backyard up north in Israel; the hills that peer over
Lebanon were in bloom. I wanted to sit back on the porch and smell the fresh dew of
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morning. I wanted to watch the sun set between the “Tomer” and “Ella” trees his family
planted when each child was young.

I fly past the last few satellite images of houses in Google Earth near Arad, and at last I
am roaming the desert. I wander through formations of built-up hills in the sand. The
rhythm of these formations scrolling past are hypnotizing, but the edges of where one
satellite photo meets the other take me out of this mesmerizing state. The colors appear
like badly mixed flesh tones. I keep scrolling and find the canyon. It materializes as a
wound on this pixelated landscape. The interior is bright red. Suddenly, I am peering
down on a heart cut open, a bleeding heart on my screen.

18

5

In 2015 I am not the only one hovering over points of interest in the world.
Thanks to Google Maps and cinematic shots in current entertainment, our perspective
and relationship to the earth are in flux. We no longer move forward to a one-point
idealized perspective, a colonizing perspective, a vestige from the Renaissance6. Our
present moment is distinguished by a prevailing condition of groundlessness.1 We
cannot assume any stable ground. Rather, in these virtual environments we are free
falling to an unstable ground composed of pixels. We have embodied the eye of G-d
looking down on the earth from our desks. We are voyeurs. We have the ability to be
anywhere. In current entertainment we are flying through the air, moving from Moscow
to Cairo, Beijing to Mexico City in seconds. We see the shrinking importance of a visual
archetype that “long dominated our vision: linear perspective. Its stable and single point
5

Image still of video from scrolling through the Negev on Google Maps
Steyerl, Hito. "In Free Fall: A Thought Experiment on Vertical Perspective." E-flux
Journal, no. 24 (2011). Accessed January 23, 2015.
6
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of view is supplemented, and often replaced, by multiple perspectives, overlapping
windows, distorted flight lines, and divergent vanishing points.7 The view from above
has become an “accepted convention.”8 Thanks to Google “the step from Google Earth
to Google Street View gives Icarus a soft landing… [It grounds] him in a neighbourhood
where he can wander the streets – it being a virtual representation – safely without
worrying about being hit by cars.”9 This disorientation is partly due to the loss of a stable
horizon. And with the loss of horizon also comes the departure of a stable orientation,
which has grounded subject and object, time and space, throughout modernity. In
falling, the lines of the horizon shatter, twirl around, and superimpose.10 Google Maps
and current cinematic entertainment are not the only virtual views promoting a distanced
relationship to our environment. With the technological advancements in Unmanned
Combat Aerial Vehicles, videos from drones circulate online. Pilots sit outside of war
zones with the ability to kill thousands of people. Through a panel system, the operator
is situated in a virtual space, removed from the reality he manipulates on the ground.
This same orientation of our bodies to the ground is promoted in video games,
television shows, and movies. In the film The Congress, director Ari Folman projects
society to desperately want to live in an alternate state that everyone begins inhaling
permanent hallucinogens to take on avatars. As a result, two realities begin to exist: the
physical world, where the population is dirty, barely fed, walking around like zombies,

7

Steyerl, Hito. "In Free Fall: A Thought Experiment on Vertical Perspective." E-flux
Journal, no. 24 (2011). Accessed January 23, 2015.
8
Allen, Jennifer. "That Eye, The Sky." Frieze, June - August, 2010.
9
Allen, Jennifer. "That Eye, The Sky." Frieze, June - August, 2010.
10
Steyerl, Hito. "In Free Fall: A Thought Experiment on Vertical Perspective." E-flux
Journal, no. 24 (2011). Accessed January 23, 2015.
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and another world, the Avatar world, where one can look, dress, and take on any
persona.11

12

Reality on the Ground
For months I was scrolling through Google Earth, trying to lose myself in the
desert, and here I was, in the Makhtesh, the physical site, a place I hovered over for so
long. Traveling south from the train station, I was stunned the moment the landscape
changed from lush trees and shrubs, which bloom only in winter, to the bright and empty
desert. The sand was ochre and beige, and the shadows were rich in purples and lilacs,
not the flesh tone or bright orange conveyed on my backlit screen. I look around, and
only a few German tourists remain on the bus when we arrive in Mitzpe Ramon. I
disembark into the industrial center of the city. Picking up my bags from the bus’
undercarriage, I begin my walk to the edge. The light is extraordinary. Even at noon on
11

12

Folman, Ari, dir. The Congress, 2013. Film
Video still from Ari Folman’s film, The Congress, 2013.
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a December day the sun reflects off of the sidewalks and the sand is blinding. The
streets feel eerie and abandoned; no one appears for miles. It is unsettling to have the
light feel so strong and present, where everything is illuminated, but to feel so alone.
Walking through the streets, I pass zones littered with large industrial hangers no one is around. As the streets progress toward the open expanse, construction sites
appear. Only concrete walls and open staircases stand on these open lots, and one can
peer through each window to view perfectly framed images of sky, sand, or the horizon
line where the two meet. From afar it appears as though one might fall off the edge of
the world if were one standing on that cusp.

13

I walk past the standing walls and enter into neighborhoods and parks, families appear
walking their dogs or going to the pharmacy. I start winding through little alleyways to
get there faster, but the deeper I walk into this back labyrinth, the more lost I become.
13

Construction site in Mitzpe Ramon on my return walk the evening I encountered the
desert
22

Without a phone or GPS I am unreachable, lonely, but content. Walking through back
alleys, my only companions are feral cats rustling through trash. The walkways feel
darker and darker and I want to turn around to retrace my steps.
It appears as though nothing lies beyond one of these back alleys, but suddenly
one gives way and leads right into the entryway of the Makhtesh. Finally! I have arrived.

14

I see nothing but the warm blue sky of the horizon and I hear the loud crunch of
the desert gravel breaking beneath my feet, as I make my way to the stairs carved into
the sand. Having a moment to take in my surroundings, I feel sweat build up beneath
my backpack. I keep climbing the carved staircase and as I make the ascent, I sincerely
14

First siting of the Makhtesh.
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feel as though I am approaching the very base, the “V” of a heart. Looking at the map, I
realize the perimeter of the Makhtesh forms the shape of an elongated heart and I have
to admit that while I was there I thought about love. While excessive heat can be
nauseating, in moderation warmth can be a form of comfort and affection. The heat
along with the embrace formed by the site, was felt physically and subconsciously.
-When Icarus lands in Google Street View, he has nothing to fear -- dogs won’t
chase after him, cars won’t hit him, there appears to be no immanent threat. Google
Earth allows us to experience the earth without feeling, without touch, without
understanding our body’s relationship to the weight of the built world around us, or our
scale to that of the natural world. In this virtual environment one becomes sheltered
from war and poverty, sheltered from one another. In creating Untitled [Distance
Moving through Me: Marco and Giselle], I wanted to insert the scale of the desert, the
feeling of a boundless space, and the lack of control found in my experience of nature.
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15

In order to create the curved brick wall present in the gallery, I hauled two cubic
meters of Richmond, Virginia clay up to my studio, where I purged it of rocks, glass,
weeds, and many unknown broken artifacts. These two cubic meters were turned into
bricks using the same molds as those made in 17th century Virginia brick factories.

15

Image of the installation, Untitled [Distance Moving through Me: Marco and Giselle]
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The bricks were dried, not baked, using the same method as the Ancient Egyptians,
with the exception of mixing in straw. By allowing the bricks to dry without a binder, they
could disintegrate with drops of water. Creating bricks was a meditative action that
fused a site from my family’s history with the site I currently occupied. Brick making was
a meditation on freedom and a way of breaking down a landscape into finite pieces. The
curved brick wall functions as both a boundary to be broken down and an area of
protection, an embrace of the viewer. The curved walls of the gallery turn the room into
a non-space, a virtual space, which formally echoes the brick wall and a site without
bounds inherent to the footage from the desert.

16

Image of the studio while producing bricks
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The projections are immersive with their frame rates slowed down to manipulate
the unfolding of time within the gallery. The change in speed of the desert video creates
a disembodied effect, where the desert appears as overwhelming jagged-edged pixels
falling down the wall to disorient the viewer. When filming in the desert, I awoke
throwing up, sick from the tremendous heat. My head felt simultaneously light and
heavy, but I kept walking. I could only focus on the ground in order to make my way
forward. It was hard to look up, it felt disorienting and when I did look up I realized how
light-headed I felt. The video projected in the gallery situates the viewer in the same
manner I experienced this landscape: in an altered state of consciousness, not fully
understanding my location, but knowing I had to move forward.
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By contrast the freighters, the expanse of the sea, the open horizon seen straight on,

is an offering of breath to the closed shaky projection of the desert.
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Still from the installation, Untitled [Distance Moving through Me: Marco and Giselle]
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Disintegration
Part of this journey to the desert was being open to events I did not plan. Before
going to the Makhtesh, my cousin Rotem asked me to take a trip up north to the Port of
Haifa. She was eager to tell me about her online boyfriend. He lives in Australia, attends
high school, and was preparing to leave for college. They never met in person. She told
me that the second she completes the army or obligatory community service, whichever
she chooses, she will fly to Australia to meet him face to face. She so badly wants to
leave her home; she is obsessed with meeting him and having a love affair. I asked
Rotem how could she be so in love if she had never met him in person? Without a
physical connection, only conversations on Skype for three years, how can you be so
certain?
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Still from the installation, Untitled [Distance Moving through Me: Marco and Giselle]
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We arrived in Haifa and walked around, we climbed hundreds of steps to one of
the highest points, the Bahá'í Gardens. Once we walked through the temple grounds,
we see dark clouds closing in on the port. So we begin the descent back to the train.
Because Haifa is the largest port in Israel, where most goods and large passenger
liners are brought in and out of the country, there are few beaches along the water. We
had time before the train, so we snuck out onto a jetty by a naval post. We walked out to
the furthest point when instantly it began raining. We did not move and I stood out on
the last boulder to film the storm as it blew towards us. Jews all across the world pray
for rain in the winter and dew in the summer. It is a prayer repeated three times a day,
morning, noon, and night during the holiest prayer, the Amidah. It is considered a
miracle when it rains. In the desert, clouds covered the Israelites on their journey for
protection and the dew, or manna, provided a perfect amount of rationed food for each
person. The second the rain became overwhelming we ran from the jetty. We were not
prepared for such heavy a storm. Water soaked through my clothes, they stuck to me
as we rode the train back to Tel Aviv. I recalled, a few years ago, driving on the main
highway, when a storm suddenly hit. We could not see out of the windshield. Cars
stopped on the highway and everyone stood outside to watch, to feel, the heavy rain.
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What Moves Through Borders
Light moves through borders: one crack lets in a stream of light-it expands a
room. Light illuminates the present moment. Based on the color and location of the sun
in the sky we can tell the time of day. It is incredible how dark a public space feels
without light, how much we rely on light to navigate. In the Torah, light was the first
element born in the creation of the world.20 Jewish women light candles before the start
of each Sabbath, and holiday, and light a Havdalah candle at the end. It is a marker. It
is a signal of moving from a quotidian moment to a higher, more holy, moment.
In Untitled [Distance Moving Through Me; Giselle and Marco], a 1500-watt public
utilities light bulb hangs from the ceiling. When Marco and Giselle scream for one
19
20

Image of the Port of Haifa as seen from the Bahá'í Gardens
Genesis 1:2.
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another the video fades to white, the bulb illuminates the room, washing out the
projection.

21

The moment Giselle and Marco meet is the moment this story shifts. It is the miracle,

the point of departure from tragedy to rebirth, and a source that moves one from the
past into the present moment. The street is a site of democracy, of equality, a site
where the public can protest.22 Using a 1500-watt public utilities light was a democratic
gesture, a way to alter the physical site of the gallery into an open space, similar to the
21

Image of the 1500 Watt light in the installation, Untitled [Distance Moving through Me:
Marco and Giselle]
22
Rosler, Martha. "Take the Money and Run? Can Political and Socio-critical Art
“Survive”?" E-flux Journal 12 (2010). Accessed October 31, 2014.
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arena of the street. An open space where two lost lovers could reconnect, a site where
they were saved and made whole again by finding the other. The shadow of the bulb
situates the physical bulb in two spaces - in our physical space, i.e. the site of the
gallery and the space of the narrative. It is a lighthouse, a beacon, and a signal for a
homecoming.

Felt Not Seen, Heard Not Seen: The Sound of a story
Across the world Jewish communities sing the same the songs and melodies,
prayers and chants. No matter which community one enters, the melodies and tunes
are always familiar. The dispersion of these melodies makes it possible to enter a
community across the world and join, singing and swaying in unison with those around
me.
In Jewish tradition, representational images are banned because they can be
idolized. Thus, images are not generally used to depict stories or people. Often song or
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non-representational images stand in for a connection to the divine.23 The repetition of a
rhythm or abstracted image can induce an altered state of being. Similar to the bodily
embrace formed by the Makhtesh, I am interested in melodies, notes, and rhythms that
strike the body at different points. The high notes at the start of the score for Untitled
[Distance Moving Through Me: Giselle and Marco] are sung by an Egyptian Cantor, Zaki
Morad, who’s high notes reach the head or a high point in the ears. These chants are
taken from some of the only recordings of his voice in early twentieth century Egypt.
Morad’s singing stands in contrast to the re-orchestration of a famous Carlebach24
melody, a melody reinterpreted with the guitar and cello, whose notes reverberate in the
heart. Field recordings from both of sites are embedded within the sound; the sound of
footfalls on the gravelly, desert floor; and the rain pouring through the seascape, which
eventually overtakes and washes away the story. These ambient sounds, as well as
field recordings from holy sites I visited during this trip, were abstracted and layered into
the audio environment.
Giselle and Marco sit in the room speaking on top of the melodies. The cycles of
repetition taking place in the work speaks to a moral imperative to never forget, and an
obligation to tell and retell stories in order to ensure they never reoccur. Marco and
Giselle’s story is purposefully narrated without an allusion to a specific time or place,
without allusion to ethnicity or culture, to illustrate how universal and pressing stories of
upheaval and dislocation are currently.
23

Graetz, Heinrich. "Structure of Jewish History." In The Structure of Jewish History and
Other Essays, 68. New York, New York: Jewish Theological Seminary of America,
1975.
24

Carlebach was a famous Lithuanian Rabbi who traveled all over the world singing
Jewish melodies.
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Meeting Point: Heaven and Earth, Past and Present

25

The openness of the sea and sky are the meeting point of heaven and earth; the
horizon is a meeting of past and present. As a storm comes, the clouds disintegrate into
the sea, heaven and earth join. The horizon is where we can contemplate our own
mortality, our own finitude, the future and the past simultaneously. It is this meeting
point of reality as seen now; what we experience in our daily news intake - immigrant
ships crashing off the coast of Italy, civil war in Syria and Ukraine - with the haunting
reminder of past generations; accounts of WW I and II, and stories such as Giselle’s
and Marco’s. How can these reminders from the past - the stories told and retold to
ensure history does not repeat itself, help us navigate the present moment? How can it
25

Image of the Port of Haifa taken from the edge of the jetty
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help us maneuver pressing issues of war and displacement? The horizon line has long
“defined the limits of communication and understanding. [In discovering new territory,
what laid] beyond the horizon was only muteness and silence. Within it, things could be
made visible. [It is a line] used for determining one’s own location and relation to one’s
surroundings, destinations, or ambitions.”26 But at a time when we no longer move
towards a single point and what lies beyond the horizon always appears within reach
through our phone, computer, or the web, where are we going and from where are we
coming?
At the end of World War II, Adorno wrote that one should never be attached to
his home, that the “desire for the home had been revealed as destructively nostalgic,
irresponsibly regressive, noxiously capitalist and nationalist, and at its worst, fascist…
Home is sheltered, comfortable, a “betrayal of knowledge.”27 It was the comfort of home
that kept my relatives in Czechoslovakia to meet their demise during World War II, and
it was the betrayal of home that forced my father’s family to save themselves. If the
comfort of home can be a weakness, then could this mean dislocation and not being
rooted in any one place is a strength of our generation; one that can potentially help us
understand our world and our relationships? The empathy born from displacement can
lead to a more open environment, one that can simulate the virtual space of Icarus’
landing: a world free of borders and danger. In doing so we must remember the
importance of touch and somatic experiences; Rotem still wants to travel across the

26

Steyerl, Hito. "In Free Fall: A Thought Experiment on Vertical Perspective." E-flux
Journal, no. 24 (2011). Accessed January 23, 2015.
27
Demos, Tj. "Duchamp's Labyrinth: "First Papers of Surrealism", 1942."October 97
(2001): Pp. 108. Accessed April 6, 2015.
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world to meet this boy and I find myself flying to the desert to feel, to see what will be
born from heat, light, love, and disembodiment.
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